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The ballots are in and the votes have been counted—we have a new Executive Board for the next term that starts in December! The nominations were
made at the September General Membership Meeting, and, as there was one
nomination for each of the named oﬃcer positions, a motion was made for an
uncontested ballot vote at the meeting, and those candidates were duly elected
to a three-year term. The qualifying candidates for the 11 regular Executive
Board seats appeared on ballots that were mailed to every TAG member eligible to vote, and the votes were counted by the American Arbitration Association at The Animation Guild oﬃce on Saturday, November 12th. The new
Executive Board will be sworn in on December 6th.
The Executive Board has general supervision of all aﬀairs at The Animation Guild, and is tasked with promoting the interests of the Local. They meet
monthly to decide upon matters referred to them by the Business Representative and the membership, and their decisions are binding unless reversed by a
majority of the members present at a regular or special membership meeting.
The Board hires an accounting firm to audit the financial books annually, and
the top three vote winners in the Executive Board election are appointed as
Trustees who are then tasked with examining the Local’s books twice a year.
Our own Kim Fay worked with incoming Oﬃcers and Executive Board members to share a little background and thoughts from each of them.
Meet Your New Executive Board (continued on page 3)
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Meet Your New Executive Board (continued from page 1)

Jeanette Moreno King, President
Elected for her second term as president, Jeanette Moreno King
says: “We accomplished so much in three years. We hit a lot of
the goals [Business Representative] Steve Kaplan and I listed at
the beginning of our last term. I’d like to keep the momentum
going to pursue some of our longer horizon goals.”
About Jeanette: I was born and raised in San Antonio, Texas.
I thought I wanted to be a biomedical engineer and went to
University of Texas at Austin with an engineering scholarship. I ended up with a
ceramics/sculpture BFA but spent most of my time making comics. My first animation job was at a small studio in Texas called Heart of Texas as a Key Assistant
Animator on Space Jam. I moved to Los Angeles when work dried up in Texas
and landed on Futurama and then moved on to The Simpsons as a Character
Layout Artist and Cartoon Network as a Storyboard Revisionist to learn boards.
After many years happily storyboarding, I got the opportunity to direct on Alien
News Desk. I was lucky enough to be able to keep directing on various shows,
and now I am the Supervising Director on FXX/Hulu’s Little Demon. I have been
extremely fortunate to work with some of the best people in our industry who
were generous with their expertise. My biggest opportunities came from someone
believing in me and being willing to take a chance. #blessed
Fun fact: My first job was working in The Alamo gift shop, right around the
time Pee Wee’s Big Adventure premiered. And no, The Alamo doesn’t have a
basement. But the gift shop does!

Teri Hendrich Cusumano, Vice President
As TAG’s new Vice President, Hendrich Cusumano says, “I am looking forward
to providing my insight and knowledge to the board with my recent completion
of Cornell’s certificate program in Labor Studies.”
About Teri: I have worked in animation for 15 years in
various design positions, including background design and
paint. In recent years I have worked as a Color Supervisor at
Bento Box for Fox Animation. My experiences in the design
department, working alongside Color Designers, inspired me
to form TAG’s Color Designer Committee in order to bring
pay equity to members working in this craft.
Fun fact: My first job in animation led me to working as a DJ on the side for
several years! After I had been asked to provide a playlist for the show’s premiere
party, I was inspired to learn how to mix beats. I ended up DJing weekly at a
lounge in downtown L.A. for a while, and was even hired to play birthdays and
weddings. I’ve since retired from DJing after having kids.
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Steve Kaplan, Business Representative
“I am eager to continue the work we started with the last
board in growing the jurisdiction and strength of the Local
through internal and external organizing,” says Steve Kaplan,
who is returning for his second term as Business Representative. “We must continue to expand our reach and connect
with each other so we can be the strongest TAG possible
going in to the 2024 negotiations.”
About Steve: I was a freelance Visual Eﬀects Artist in Los Angeles for almost
20 years. The last project I worked on before joining the Guild as an organizer
was The Sorcerer’s Apprentice, where I worked on an in-house VFX team directly for VFX Supervisor John Nelson.
Fun fact: My wife and I have been homebrewers for almost three years now,
and she is the Vice President of our local homebrewers club, SoCal Ceveceros.

Paula Spence, Recording Secretary
“I’m always excited to encourage new E-Board members to take advantage of
the IATSE’s Oﬃcer Institute, the training program for leaders at IA Locals,” says
Spence, returning for her third term as Recording Secretary. “The sessions they
oﬀer—from hourlong webinars to weeklong intensive workshops—are crafted
to help oﬃcers learn how to run an eﬀective labor union. We’ve made a lot of
changes at The Animation Guild over the last several years, and as more of our
members and leaders get engaged and educated, I know we’re going to see even
bigger and better transformations.”
About Paula: I started as a BG Designer on SpongeBob
SquarePants in 1998. My need to organize and manage
things and people led me to art direction, but I still love to
get my hands dirty by drawing and painting on new projects
whenever I can.
Fun fact: Despite the horde of cats our members see traipsing across my desk at every Zoom meeting, I really consider
myself a dog person—but don’t tell my kitties that!

Danny Ducker, Sergeant-at-Arms
“Our Union has changed so dramatically in the three years I’ve served on the
Executive Board,” says Ducker, who returns this time as Sergeant-at-Arms.
“Production workers across the country are organizing for TAG representation,
the incredible staﬀ is growing every day, and we’re finally talking about what it
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would take for us to be strike-ready. I’m grateful for the opportunity to see where the next three years will take us with
the right leadership.”
About Danny: In 2014, I dropped out of college to start as a
Storyboard Revisionist at Cartoon Network, and eight years
later I’m now a Storyboard Supervisor for Adventure Time:
Fionna & Cake.
Fun fact: I have a bifid uvula. You can Google what that is or
just let it be a fun mystery about me.

Carrie Liao, Trustee
“I’m so excited to return to the board for my second term!” says Liao. “Over the
last term I feel like we saw incredible growth in Guild solidarity, numbers, and
engagement, and I can’t wait to see what the next three years bring. Hopefully I
can lean on—and improve upon—my prior experience on the board, as I move
forward with other veteran and first-time E-Board members.”
About Carrie: I’m a Storyboard Artist with over a decade in
the industry, both in TV and features. I’ve worked at Nickelodeon, Disney TVA, Paramount, and WAG. Currently I’m at
WDAS where I recently finished on Encanto and am now a
Story Supervisor on the Moana Disney+ series.
Fun fact: I had braces for six years and had to get two oral
surgeries because my teeth were growing in sideways . . . and
I still forget to wear my retainer after all that!

Ashley Long, Trustee
“I’m excited to be surrounded by other Board members who
aim to be innovative, progressive, and willing to put the muscle in to create change and growth to fit our modern membership,” says Long, returning to the board after having stepped
in to serve a partial term from 2018 to 2019. “I’m also very
excited to be serving my first term as a trustee! Having gotten
among the highest votes tells me that many of you share my
cares and concerns, and it is an awesome feeling to have a
tangible reflection of your trust.”
About Ashley: I’ve been working in animation for 17 years and have spent
much of that in the adult, primetime animation space, with a sprinkling of kids
projects here and there. I’ve been a Storyboard Revisionist, Storyboard Artist,
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Prop Designer, Retakes Director, and Episodic Director, and most recently did
a five-year term as Supervising Director/Consulting Producer for two adult
comedy shows.
Fun fact: I have an adopted native California desert tortoise and also raise dwarf
seahorses.

Roger Oda, Trustee
“The last three years have changed the world and people in it,” says Oda.
“Things will not be going back to the way they were before. It is important that
we reflect on what we value. I’m looking forward to working with everyone
toward a common good.”
About Roger: I started as a Background Designer at Titmouse on Metalocalypse and have been fortunate enough to
keep working as a Designer at other studios such as Bento
Box, Fox, Warner Bros., and ShadowMachine. I am currently
an Art Director at Marvel Animation.
Fun fact: I enjoy playing Solitaire with real cards! I’ve also
discovered I am not the only person during pandemic to pick
up this hobby.

Mairghread Scott
“This is an exciting moment of growth for TAG, in terms of
size, engagement, and power,” says Scott. “I feel honored
and privileged to be at the heart of this Union at this pivotal
moment.”
About Mairghread: I’m an Animation Writer with over a decade of experience and am currently a Showrunner at Netflix.
Fun fact: I love fiber-based, analog pixel art—also known as
cross-stitch.

Candice Stephenson
“We have seen a huge surge in engagement and activism in our Guild, and engagement is the lifeblood of any moment for change,” says Stephenson, returning for a second term, having served from 2016-2019. “We have all wanted to
see big changes such as organizing and making large changes to our contracts
that feel more possible than ever with so many active members. I really look
forward to hearing new ideas and working with so many active people to make
improvements to the entertainment industry that we haven’t seen before.”
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About Candice: I graduated from Ringling College of Art and Design as a CG
generalist but specialized in surfacing. I’ve worked in Look Development for almost 15 years doing both surfacing and groom, with about 10 of those years as a
department lead at Nickelodeon. My favorite parts of Look Dev are research and
development to play with new looks and shaders. Particularly, I love infusing
more traditional artistic styles into looks since drawing, painting, and sculpting
were my first loves. My other favorite part is training artists. I love teaching, and
I end up learning just as much from new team members as they do from me.
Fun fact: When I was little, my mom had a side gig as a professional clown, and as a kid (probably around seven or eight
years old), I took clown classes so I could perform with my
mom. My specialties were face paint and balloon animals. I
have vague, happy memories of my mom bringing my sister
and me along to her Clown Guild meetings.

Alex Quintas
“There is a lot of work to be done before our next negotiations, and I am grateful
to get started and that people have trusted me with that responsibility,” says
Quintas. “We have done so much these past three years, and we have so much to
do in the next two!”
About Alex: I have worked in the animation industry since
2011 after previously working in Games and VFX. I started
as a Background Designer/Prop Designer, dabbled in character design, and finally landed in storyboarding which I have
been doing for the past six years.
Fun fact: I am the Co-chair for QueerTAG and host QT
hikes once a month for our members!

Madison Bateman
“I’m excited to serve on the E-Board to give back to our
Union and our membership,” says Bateman. “I was always
the kid who took point on group projects, so stepping up
to serve on the E-Board was a natural fit. I hope I can help
improve conditions for our members during my tenure and
continue to grow and encourage the engagement we’ve seen
taking place.”
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About Madison: I’ve been working in animation production and writing for 12
years. I’m now a Story Editor and Co-Producer, as well as the co-chair of TAG’s
Writers’ Craft Committee and a member of the Negotiations Committee.
Fun fact: I grew up on a cattle ranch and had a horse named Dewey, which
certainly helped get me my job on DuckTales!

Brandon Jarratt
“I’m excited to be on the Board for the upcoming term because our growing
Union has big goals and a bigger presence than ever in the animation industry,”
says Jarratt, who is returning for his second term. “Anything I can do to further
those big goals and grow that presence by putting resources into organizing,
internal mobilization, and 2024 contract negotiations preparedness is something
worth doing.
About Brandon: I started in the industry after graduate
school 10 years ago, as a general Technical Director at Walt
Disney Animation Studios. I have worked on most of our
feature films since then, and I was also the Technical Supervisor for three episodes of our Baymax! series on Disney+.
Fun fact: My wife and I (and our dog) have driven roundtrip across nearly the entire USA (LA<—>Boston), a circuit
that took us through 22 states!

Justin Weber
“I am excited to join the TAG Executive Board,” says Weber,
“where I plan on working to help our Union build up mobilization among the membership, so we may have more
leverage when we go into negotiations with the studios.”
About Justin: My animation career started in 2008 in Minneapolis, where I worked at PUNY and Make, doing commercial projects and short films. I have been working at Walt
Disney Animation Studios as an Animator since 2013.
Fun fact: I play piano, and I have a lovely wife named Salina Trevino who sings
while I play.
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Erica Smith
“I’m excited to be on the Board for this upcoming term so that I can help the
Union continue to grow over the next three years,” says Smith. “I’m grateful to
have the opportunity to be elected and am excited to be able to lend my time to
the Guild.”
About Erica: I started working in the animation industry
in Atlanta and worked there for a few years before moving
out to L.A. I’ve been here since 2019 and work mostly as a
Background Designer, Background Painter, Color Designer,
and Concept Designer. I’ve worked at Bento Box, Cartoon
Network, Warner Bros., and now Disney TV Animation.
Fun Fact: Growing up I had 17 pets at one time.

Marissa Bernstel
“Our membership is going through a very interesting time right now and there’s
a lot ahead of us,” says Bernstel. “I’m eager to get to work with my fellow
E-Board and Guild members to make sure we are tackling the membership’s top
priorities. With our membership being more engaged than ever and growing, I
know we are going to get some really great results in the next three years!”
About Marissa: I’m a Storyboard Artist currently on The Great North with
Bento Box. I was previously on Little Demon (ShadowMachine), Dogs in Space
(Netflix), Bless the Harts (Titmouse), and Duncanville (Bento Box). Before
storyboarding in L.A., I was a 3D Story Artist at Lucasfilm Animation on
Clone Wars and a Cinematic Artist for various game companies such as Telltale
Games, 2K Games, and Disney Consumer Products.
Fun fact: When I have the time, I like to use my cat lady
energy for good by trapping and rescuing stray cats in the
community! I’ve also had aspirations to become a falconer
since middle school, but that hobby can probably wait a
couple more decades!
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COMMITTEES MAKE THE
TAG WORLD GO ROUND
First oﬀ, I want to thank you all for electing me for a second term as
your President. It is an honor and a privilege, and I look forward to keeping up our momentum and pushing through this temporary contraction in
our industry. I’m optimistic about the future of animation. We just need
to ride this tough time out.
These are the times that we need our community most. It’s reassuring to hear from your coworkers or others at diﬀerent productions at the
same studio to compare notes. A great way to reach out is on the member-only Union Discord. You can ask for an invitation by emailing editor@tag839.org. There are channels for each studio so it makes it easy to
find information relevant to your workplace.
Another great way to feel connected to our community is to join a
committee. There are three types of committees: Craft Committees, Political and Issue Committees, and Aﬃnity Committees, like Queer TAG
and People of Color. You may find one that motivates you! Visit https://
animationguild.org/committees/ to see the list of committees and learn
how you can get involved..
When KC Johnson was in oﬃce just before my first term, she fully
activated her power as President to create committees to encourage member
engagement. Oh boy, did it work! Finally, members had an avenue to up
their participation beyond attending a General Membership Meeting. The
number of committees grew as people stepped up to lead. We now have
over 24 committees and groups (a group is less formal than a committee but
allows members to use Guild resources to hold meet-ups and plan events).
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The amount of member engagement and the number of committees
has increased to the point that I am now drafting how to refine and
streamline them, as it has gotten unwieldy for one person to manage. As
KC did at the end of her term, I will be dissolving all committees and
then will go through the process of assessing and reforming them by
creating a Committee Oversight Board made up of two Executive Board
members, two Committee Chairs selected by the other Chairs, and two
Union members. This Oversight Board will evaluate members for the
Chair positions, approve committee actions and events, and coordinate
the various committees to work together for the greater mission of the
Guild.
These are some big but necessary changes to how our committees are
managed and will make them more transparent for our members. Committees are where a lot of the work in our Union gets done, and this new
way will give the committee members the support they need.
So join a committee and I guarantee you will be more connected to
the wider industry. That connection to my fellow members helps me get
through the rough times, and I hope it helps you too!
In proud solidarity,
Jeanette Moreno King
President
The Animation Guild, IATSE Local 839
jeanette.king@tag839.org

Don’t miss out on Animation Guild events! Keep your contact information up to date and sign up for our email list at https://animationguild.
org/about-the-guild/change-address/. You can GO GREEN—and save
the Guild printing and mailing costs—by choosing to view our TAG
publications digitally rather than receiving a hard copy in the mail. Visit
https://animationguild.org/about-the-guild/publication-preferences/.
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THE NEXT THREE YEARS

One of the ways we, as a Union, ensure that the voices of the membership are directing the growth and development of the Local is by mandating
a leadership challenge at regular intervals. We mandate ourselves to hold an
election of oﬃcers every three years, which gives us the opportunity to reset
our priorities and reevaluate our direction and vision.
That election has just taken place, and I am proud to say that a new group
of members have been elected into the seats of the Executive Board. This
new leadership group is largely made up of committee chairpeople, shop
stewards, and members of the last Negotiations Committee. I feel this sends
a clear message in how we will be setting our goals and priorities for the
next three years.
Over the last term, the Guild made the empowerment of the membership its primary goal. We achieved that goal through a series of subsidiary
objectives: organize animation outside of California, expand the staﬀ of the
Local to better support the membership, commit resources to the committees
in order to empower their work, and increase the value of membership by
celebrating our community. This led to the hiring of Organizers Ben Speight
and Allison Smartt and all the organizing success we’ve achieved, as well
as supporting a robust set of committees that helped drive our successful
negotiations with the major animation studios.
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The recent changes to the Executive Board and the overwhelming
ratification of our Memorandum of Agreement with the studios shows the
membership’s mandate to Guild leadership: Continue This Work! We will do
just that.
• We need to add more staﬀ to support the ongoing work of
defending our agreements against misinterpretation and to better
support the expansion of the Local here in Los Angeles and outside
California.
• We need to continue to support our committees, while looking
at how those committees are structured and how we can better
address the needs of our growing membership and community.
• We must continue to organize within our jurisdiction of the
animation industry to push towards representing all of animation
workers across the country.
Over the next three years, I will work with our leadership team to continue our expansion while providing improved support for our members. I
look forward to building on our success and hope you do, as well. We always
need members to join or form committees, especially the TAG ME group
which is charged with continued membership outreach and engagement
to build our strength. You can learn how to get involved here, reviewing
our growing list of committees on our Committees page of the website and
joining the ones you connect with, or working to help our organizing eﬀorts
across the country by connecting with our organizing staﬀ at organize@
tag839.org.
I look forward to the next three years and hope you can help us make the
coming term even more impressive than our last.
In Solidarity,

Steve Kaplan
Business Representative
The Animation Guild, IATSE Local 839
steve.kaplan@tag839.org
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POLITICAL COORDINATOR
UPDATE
THE MIDTERM ELECTIONS
AND IATSE PAC
Well, the midterm election has happened, and I’m pleased to report
many pro-worker candidates here in Los Angeles, the region, and across
the country were either re-elected or elected for the first time.
As of this writing, all races and results have not been returned and
finalized. Ballot curing will also take place for some close races, such
as California Congressional District 27, between incumbent Rep. Mike
Garcia (R) and labor-endorsed candidate Christy Smith (D).
For LA City Mayor, labor-endorsed and IATSE-backed candidate
Rep. Karen Bass (D) has inched ahead in the latest returns. Bass paid a
visit to the IATSE West Coast Oﬃce on Thursday, Nov. 3 for a roundtable conversation with several members and representatives of IATSE
Locals. I attended this roundtable along with TAG Organizer Allison
Smartt and TAG member and Experienced Worker Committee Co-Chair
Brad Rader.
Bass is a longtime supporter of the entertainment industry and its
workers. As Assembly Speaker, she pushed for passage of the first Film
and Tax Incentive for the state. When it came time for Q&A at the roundtable, several locals had prepared questions, but I also was able to ask
Bass about the tax incentive program and Los Angeles.
I specifically discussed the fact that Animation is not a participant in
the state’s Film and Tax Incentive program, and since its inception Animation jobs have left for other states and countries. I asked Rep. Bass if
as Los Angeles mayor she would support any eﬀorts by TAG to include a
tax incentive for local Animation studios and if the city itself could provide incentives for those residing in LA City proper, as well as working
with county oﬃcials for studios in all of LA County. I emphasized that
incentives would ensure good paying union jobs in Animation stay local
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so that our members do not have to make choices about taking non-union
jobs outside of Los Angeles and lose their well-earned union benefits.
Bass responded that she believes the Film and Tax Incentive program is
in need of a re-visit and reimagining to see what industries were left out
of participation, and would support Animation and other industries as
participants.
Bass also indicated she already had plans to start more mentorship
programs for youths in communities that are underrepresented in the
entertainment industry. I let her know that TAG has been working on programs like this as well with a few school districts and would be interested
in participating in a LA City-wide program.
This midterm brought diverse fresh faces, energetic campaigns, and
historic elections. This includes electing former Long Beach Mayor
Robert Garcia to the House of Representatives for CD-42. Garcia is the
first LGBTQ immigrant elected to Congress. Filling his shoes, is another
labor-endorsed candidate Rex Richardson, who was elected Long Beach
Mayor and is the city’s first Black mayor.
In Los Angeles City Council races, former Unite Here Local 11 union
rep Hugo Soto-Martinez, who supported TAG during its contract negotiations, tweeting out support and coming to our rally and car painting, beat
out City Council incumbent Mitch O’Farrell. (Neither candidate received
labor’s endorsement during the candidate interviews with the LA County
Federation of Labor because the votes to support either candidate did not
reach the required two-thirds threshold for endorsement.)
These labor candidates were also elected to the LA City Council: Katy
Young Yaroslavsky (District 5) and Tim Mcosker (District 15).
Closer to TAG’s home in Burbank, these labor-endorsed candidates
were elected to the Burbank City Council: Nikki Perez and Zizette
Mullins, and labor-backed candidate for City Clerk, Kimberley Clark,
was elected. Perez also came to TAG’s New Deal for Animation rally last
March and supported our eﬀorts in getting a fair contract, along with her
soon-to-be Burbank City Council colleagues Konstantine Anthony and
Nick Schultz.
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As we’ve seen in the last year, our votes are important, and while
some of these candidates may not be the ones you supported, the most
important thing for TAG members to do is to register and vote!
It’s also important to support labor candidates and initiatives and
legislation, which is why every year since 2019, TAG’s Political Action
League Committee has hosted the Post-It Note Show and Auction, benefiting the IATSE’s political program. This year’s show will be a hybrid of
online auction bidding and an in-person event at TAG’s oﬃces on Dec. 2.
We hope you will join us! (Event details will be sent out soon.)
In the meantime, ONLINE BIDDING IS NOW OPEN! Please log
into the online auction via the IATSE PAC website to participate by visiting www.iatsepac.net.
This event is for TAG/IATSE members. In accordance with Federal Election Commission guidelines, this communication is intended exclusively
for IATSE members, IATSE retirees, staﬀ members of the IATSE, and
staﬀ members of aﬃliated locals of the IATSE – who are U.S. citizens or
valid green card holders.
In solidarity,
Leslie Simmons
Field Representative/Political Coordinator
The Animation Guild, IATSE Local 839
leslie.simmons@tag839.org

Do you have a contract question or
workplace issue and need to speak with
a TAG representative about it? Scan this
QR code to link to a form, answer a few
questions, and get assistance.
You can also use this link to connect to
the same form:
https://tinyurl.com/MemberHelpForm
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Hi all! I wanted to take the opportunity to introduce myself as the
new Warner Bros. TV Animation Shop Steward, at your service! I’ve
been working with your previous Shop Steward, and learning about all
the work she’s done during her time at the studio—I will strive for the
same high level of excellence that she had, and we will continue to work
together to make WBA and TAG as strong as possible for our members.
As we all know, there have been many changes going on with the
Discovery+/WarnerMedia merger, and not for the better, but while these
times are scary and the future is unpredictable, I can say that my solidarity and commitment to the animation industry and our Union is stronger
than ever. Have you joined the TAG Discord and checked out the jobs
channels on that server? Do you receive the TAG emails regarding open
positions? Are you interested in getting more involved in our Union? Do
you have just general questions? I’m here for you. Let me help!
I hope you folks at Warner Bros. TV Animation won’t mind if I send
an occasional email update or check in on Teams; with most of us still
working remotely, it’s more important than ever to stay connected. I’m
looking forward to learning more about how I can serve the members at
the studio, so let me know what you think!
In the meantime, feel free to reach out any time with questions, concerns, or just to say hey:
miralark@gmail.com
mira2.crowell@warnerbros.com
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Following up on a spring park beautification project at Ralph Foy
Park, Animation Guild members got away from their desks and out into
the community again. Four talented TAG members—Marissa Bernstel,
Spencer Greenberg, John Anderson, and Arlyne Ramirez—designed petthemed murals for the Burbank Animal Shelter, and on Sunday, November 13th, over 20 volunteers (TAG members, friends, and family) joined
forces to put paint on the looooong shelter wall that had been prepped
the week before. They were cheered on throughout the day by shelter
volunteers and a line of pups hoping to benefit from increased traﬃc on
the newly beautified dog walk promenade . . . all made possible by the
Guild’s partnership with the Burbank Cultural Arts Commission.
Members of the Commission and Burbank City Council attended a mural
reveal event on November 16th, and Vice Mayor Konstantin Anthony cut the
ceremonial ribbon with TAG’s mural artists. These murals are a beautiful
way to top oﬀ a year of celebrating TAG’s 70th anniversary by strengthening
our ties with the Burbank community. We look forward to building more relationships with the local community as our Local continues to grow!

TAG mural artist Arlyne Ramirez works the big scissors at the Burbank Animal Shelter,
along with Burbank Vice Mayor Konstantin Anthony, Marissa Bernstel, Spencer Greenberg, Alexi Drosu and Burbank Cultural Arts Commissioners. Photo by Ross A. Benson.
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The shelter is open Tuesday to Saturday from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm and
you can see adoptable pets from their website here: https://www.burbankca.gov/web/parks-recreation/burbank-animal-shelter-homepage
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Long-time member Kathleen Quaife, who passed away in
October 2021, is being honored in an art show of her life’s
animation work at Cal State Channel Islands. The show will
continue through December 9th, and a memorial service will be
held there on December 3, 2022. The exhibition is free and open
to the public Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. It
is located on the east side of Ventura Street just south of Santa
Barbara Avenue. Visitors can park in free spaces with time limits
or buy a $6 day permit.
For more information, please visit https://www.csuci.edu/news/
releases/2022-kathleen-quaife-exhibit.htm or call 805-437-2703.
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Virtual
Education
Series

DEC
2022

You’re invited
Mark your calendar! A Vanguard representative will be
conducting virtual education webinars.
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Animation Guild 401(k) Plan Participants: It’s very important to designate a
beneficiary for your retirement plans. If you’ve already done so, is your choice still
the right one? Why not take a few minutes to check your beneficiary status NOW
to be sure that your loved ones are covered in the future? Log in to your account
at vanguard.com/retirementplans. In order to name a beneficiary you’ll need
the last four digits of their Social Security Number, or their birth date and mailing
address. You can also designate a trust or your estate as your beneficiary.
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Gallery 839 Opening: Thursday, December 1, 2022 from 5-8 p.m.
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NOVEMBER
November 18th
Post-It Note Show Online Kick-Oﬀ
For details, visit https://animationguild.org/post-it-note-show/

November 24-25th
CONTRACT HOLIDAYS: Thanksgiving and the Day After
November 29th
TAG Tuesday
November 29th, 6:30 p.m. via Zoom
Virtual General Membership Meeting
Register ahead of time to save your spot and receive a meeting link;
check your email account for details and instructions.

DECEMBER
December 1st, 5-8 p.m.
Gallery 839 New Show Opening
Artist: Walt Peregoy

December 2nd, 6:30-10 p.m.
TAG Post-It Note Show & Auction Reception
In-person at The Animation Guild; RSVP here:
https://tinyurl.com/2022Post-It-RSVP

December 8th, 6-9 p.m.
TAG Holiday Market at The Animation Guild
December 26th
CONTRACT HOLIDAY: Christmas
December 27th
TAG Tuesday

Check the full TAG calendar, including special events and committee
meetings, at: https://animationguild.org/about-the-guild/calendar/
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